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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz and up

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c/Shader3.0 and up supported (operation on-board is not guaranteed)
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main memory is not guaranteed)

Hard Drive: 4.5 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DirectSound, DirectX9.0c Compatible Audio
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take the first left. This is my first review for a game on steam and it's well deserved.

Now I have encountered a few bugs here and there with the storage system or just some in-game things, but still the amount of
work and effort I can see went into this game is amazing. It's by far the first VR game I have been able to play for hours
straight.

If you are worrying about the motion sickness factor of being in Zero G; don't. I can barely do anything in real life that involves
motion sickness and trust me VR is the same with it, but this game after the first few minutes of getting the feel for it, aslong as
you have a good FPS which I do except for inside my ship facing certain ways which I assume is part of the game being so fresh
they have to work on parts to fix issues like that, but there is no instance where I got motion sick. It may be different for you but
the whole point is don't worry.

I do appreciate the ability of when you die, which happens a lot in the beginning unless your quick and know what your doing,
that the ship and anything in it's inventory stays next to it for you to continue on your work. I like the feel of a VR Subnatica in
a sense. If there was an ability to modify the exterior of the ship and maybe add on to it in the future this game would have some
even more serious attention.

The developers seem to be constantly at work and interacting with the community and the to be fair, the price is exactly what
any VR game should be especially for Early Access. There is not a single thing I dislike besides a few bugs with the GUI when I
try to quit and for some reason it won't let me so I have to force leave from the Desktop and lose a load of progress, so don't go
button smashing around in the menu's is my advice.

In one line to sum this game up.
The developers make Unity seem like a AAA game engine.. The menu room looked cool but it warps the perspective on the
Oculus Rift even in Oculus VR mode. Touch controllers not supported apparently although it's meant for gamepads anyway...
but if you're making an Oculus VR version, then calibrate the camera to the Rift's lenses properly, devs!. This has to be one of
my favourite games. I absolutely love it. A very interesting type of puzzle game with a unique style. It truly is an amazing game
that is ridiculously fun with friends, and I believe that no game collection is full unless it has a copy of this within it.. A nice
combination of an action-puzzler and a shoot em up, Its probably closest to Every Extend if you've ever played that, or maybe a
horizontal version of puzzle bobble where shot timing mattered as much as accuracy.

Its good. its different, it makes excellent use of a second monitor.. This is one of my favorite games of all time, and as a prolific
gamer that is saying something. Started with Ensign Blather in Planetfall decades ago.. Another that had me embroiled in game
play was the original Starflight which had a huge star map and pretty neat game play as far as the
mining\/gathering\/races\/artifacts goes. Went through all the Apogee\/Interplay games as well and on and on. Never found any
game that really captured and held my interest until I found Astrox HSE. Have played it through many times to 100 planets, and
learned flying though dead space to get around was way cool, - lists of where certain asteroids to mine were, etc... Very engaging
game, great music, love the auto targeting for fighting once the enemies are numerous and as strong as I was... Just a well
thought out, superbly coded and crafted game. Excellent game play as well, just enough to allow common sense get you through,
but there is way more to playing this game than mining to attain goals, the jobs can be very rewarding and learning about mixing
things together to gain speed, shields, energy and other weapon power-up and all is available.... or just slog through to mine and
stay alive to get to the next star system. There is a University to school you as well. Just thanks to the developer who obviously
did a very good job and should be set an example to any other solo developer, multi-developer shops or top class developers who
wish they had their stuff together like this guy does. AHSE has provided me with hours and hours of great game play and
satisfaction. Worth the fistful of dollars I spent on this game. Not your hyper exciting fast shoot-em-up here, but a more relaxed
and cerebral approach is delivered here, with an occasional battle with the ever present "Pirates" at the entry to a new star
system as you get more into the game. 10\/10. This is one of the best Visual Novels I have ever read. It may be a bit expensive
but trust me, you will get your moneys worth, with 26 chapters plus 4 different routes within those chapters you are looking at
about 50 - 70 hours of reading this great novel. The writing for this navel was great with a well balanced set of characters and
side characters. The story is fantastic as you build a connection to these characters as you read and will go through a series of
different emotions such as anger, laughter, and you may even cry(literally, no joke). I would be lying if I said I didn't cry while
reading this visual novel. The artwork is also fantastic with beautiful visuals as well as chibi art. The music is also great as it
works great with this visual novel as it compliments the story at the right times as things get more serious or more comical. All
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in all, I would recommend this to anyone, especially if you are a fan of visual novels.
10/10
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Techwars is a very good shooting action game with Mecha robot thematic. It's got fast pace battles, around 10-15min match
lenght. Also, on the positive note, contrary to many games, the grinding is not too intense. You will be able to gather ressources
and currency to quickly acquire Robots and items in order to try on different kind of setting and find those you like and enjoy,
while not setting the bar too low so you will still have the hype and desire to spend a bit of time to get those purchase objectives.

The action is smooth and the graphic are good enough to make the whole experience pleasant and fun.

One negative remark : i wish it had more Mech robots available. They have a good number already, but I wish we could have
more type of weapons and robots. Still, the game is fun as it is. I hope the producer will continue to develop the game and
release more content and new robots for each classes.

Enjoy & seek and destroy. Just watched a TV show using my Oculus -love that I can lay down on my couch and watch
comfortably. nice that I can move the screen around without even pausing the video I'm watching. I've used Plex for years, so
have been waiting for something like this. Wish it was in the Oculus store though. This game has so much potential but it lacks
in quality, let me explain. The game is immesnely fun but the servers lag in the middle of a fight and one minute you are in the
middle of an intense fight, the next you die, which happens every game every few minutes. Second, there is no community,. The
games barley have more than a few people per match and out of a 8 person game you get maybe 4 so 2 v 2, which is also
dissapointing because the game is fun. The swords and axes hit where they should, the graphics are nice, the armor looks great.
Even though there are only 2 things that I highlighted it adds up quickly especially when the game is centered around fighting.
Big fights with many players would be epic. I would really like to give the game a good review but I just can't.. Great puzzles
with unique rope mechanics, definitely recommended!. Need some fixing,but is one of the best choice for modern warfare
RTS... It's kind of a weird game, but there is a huge amount of content. Lots of quests, a night and day system, complex farming
and crafting, monsters, pretty weather effects, hundreds of houses. Most of the characters are felines. .. so that's fine. The only
issues I have with it is that it lags a lot sometimes, and I'm really only using a few abilities every battle (double attack and heal).
But the amount of detail is pretty incredible for an rpg maker game.
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